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Introductions

From the Headmistress
Dear SHSK Society members,
I am writing this piece in my office, as the
candidates for 9+ and 10+ entry take their
assessments and thus the generation of
St Helen’s students who will progress to
become Old Girls in 2028 begins to take
shape! I am sure there will be many changes
during this period but it would be my fervent
wish that certain values and a spirit that have
long been the hallmark of our School will
remain as constants.
The School of 2019 is in great shape:
wonderful students who are compassionate,
funny and smart; a committed team of
subject and pastoral experts; a programme
of enrichment opportunities which ensure
that students are genuinely prepared for
life beyond School in those ways which
can’t be measured by examination grades;
a campus which continues to develop
and be enhanced; positive relations with
a supportive parent body, and clear plans
for the future which continue to serve
the School’s mission. All of this makes me
tremendously proud to be the current
Headmistress of St Helen and St Katharine.
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In addition, I’m also very proud to take my
place in a succession of Headmistresses,
of whom you will have your own memories.
The pages that follow provide ample
evidence of the School’s long-standing
tradition of working with interesting and
aspirational women who get themselves
involved in so many fascinating things –
from the domestic sphere to the international
and all points in between. What an amazing
group you are!

Much in the School of 2019 will evoke
memories – while change is inevitable, lots
will be familiar. We continue to be a very
grounded place: the boater is still to the fore;
school skirts continue to be rolled up at the
waist, but, extraordinarily, there is no staircase
off-limits to students. The food is very much
better, the buildings are transformed and my
hunch is that the St Kate’s Day play may be a
little less risqué than instances in the past (?)
– we remain devoted to lax and Chapel Choir.

Above all, the pages that follow celebrate
values and relationships – friendships that
have sustained members of our extended
community through both the best and
worst of times.

Enjoy your newsletter. Do come and visit us –
we love to catch up on Old Girls’ news – and
always remember, ‘per severa’.

St Helen’s wants to share in all your successes
but it will also always be here for the
difficult times, for those moments when
school days seem an attractive alternative
to the complexity of later, adult life or when
memories of chapel or an individual teacher,
or acts of modest subversion bring shared
joy with friends not seen for far too long.

Rebecca Dougall
Headmistress

From the Alumnae Office
Contemplating how to capture all the wonderful news and events from the
Old Girls’ community has been quite overwhelming for this latest edition of
the SHSK Society Old Girls’ Newsletter! I hope you enjoy reading it as much
as I have enjoyed editing it.
The values and spirit of St Helen and St Katharine are truly captured in the stories you will read in this edition,
in which Old Girls have taken huge risks, encountered challenges and achieved success in their own unique
areas. All were able to see their vision come to fruition through hard work and determination, as well as a
genuine passion for what they do.
Meeting Old Girls at events and getting to know so many of you as you stay in contact with the School are real
highlights of my job. I am looking forward to meeting many more of you during the coming year, especially all
those who return to the School to attend the Golden Anniversary Reunion in March.
We were delighted to welcome back Old Girl Georgina Blackmore (West) as our Archivist/Curator.
Georgina has contributed some fantastic articles in this edition which I hope will produce some nostalgic
giggles but also create a sense of pride as we document and celebrate the rich history of the School.
Another busy twelve months of events and opportunities to get involved lie ahead, and I hope that you
find an event which appeals to you this year.
Keeping in touch with you
Almost a year on from launching our online network shsksociety.org.uk over 1000 of you have chosen to join
and have been using the site to keep up to date with news, sign up to events and view the Digital Archives.
You can visit and join at any time and it is a great way of ensuring that we always have the most up to date
contact details for you.
Faye Anderton
Alumnae Services Manager
oldgirls@shsk.org.uk
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Feature story

Kirsten White (Hazell) (2006 leaver)

High Street
entrepreneur
Kirsten is founder of London Grace, a multi-use space that
combines a nail bar, cocktail bar and coffee shop to create
a social beauty experience. Kirsten was recently named as
High Street Entrepreneur of the Year at the Natwest Great
British Entrepreneur Awards. We wanted to know more
about her journey into starting a successful business.

Kirsten, what are your most special memories
from your time at St Helen and St Katharine?

were expected to work on coursework in
the evenings.

The accommodation was a little different
too – there were four of us living in a
one-bed student apartment. My bunk
bed and desk were in the kitchen, so I’d
sometimes be going to bed
whilst my roommate was
Do what you
eating dinner!

One of my favourite memories was my form
dressing up as the inside of an oven for
the Christmas classroom competition. We
had the full works – turkey, roast potatoes,
parsnips and sprouts!
Can you recall any teachers
who were particularly
inspirational?

love, put all
your energy
into it and listen
to feedback.

Yes – Mrs King, who taught
me Economics, stands out – I
went on to study Economics at
Southampton because of her.
I was due to take a gap year
and then go on to study at King’s College,
but I had a change of heart at the end of
September 2006 and decided I wanted to
go directly to university. I drove straight to
school and Mrs King helped secure me a
place at Southampton through clearing.
Mr Morris was my Form Tutor and always
gave good advice (and baked excellent
birthday cakes) and I really loved my art
classes with Mrs McDonald.

Tell us more about where your studies took you.
I took economics, maths and art at A-level
and design technology at AS-level, then went
on to study Economics and Management,
but unfortunately graduated when the
recession hit. Finding a job was proving
tricky so I decided to continue my studies.
I moved to New York to study Graphic Design
at Parsons School of Design. Living in New
York was incredible. I loved exploring the city,
however it was very different to studying in
the UK. The course was intense – we often
had 12 hours of class a day and
4

What influenced your choice
of subjects and how have they
helped you in your career?

fell in love with the mani-pedi experience.
Living in New York on a student budget, I was
amazed to find that getting my nails done
was an affordable treat that I could enjoy with
friends, even at 9pm.
When I returned to London I was
disappointed by the lack of choice of nail bars
in the city – the luxury, spa environments
were too pricey but the budget, high street
options lacked in style and service. I realised
there was an opportunity to do something
unique that offered the best of both worlds.

So, this was the beginning of your business,
I was influenced by both my
London Grace?
head and my heart – studying
Yes, we first opened our doors in January
Economics and Management
2015 and have now grown to eight stores
was my ‘sensible subject’, but my passion is
across London and Essex and a team of
art and design. Both have helped hugely,
100. I lead London Grace along with my
I feel comfortable using my business skills
business partner, Lauren, who first joined the
to manage the business (from reviewing
company as a freelancer
budgets to creating
to help with our PR and
monthly reports) and I
The biggest
marketing. One of our
continue to design all the
challenge is the need
missions is to create real
marketing material and
career opportunities
product packaging for
to know a little bit
within the beauty
London Grace.
about everything.
industry. We invest a lot
What was your career path
of time in training and
after being in New York?
development and as such
over 60% of our current management team
I decided to return to the UK (I missed my
have been promoted from within
family and friends) and moved to London
the company.
to join Deloitte on their Management
Consultant graduate scheme. I was with
What makes your brand unique at a time
Deloitte for two and a half years before
when nail salons are becoming more and
leaving to train as a nail technician and start
more popular?
London Grace. I enjoyed my time at Deloitte
My aim was to establish a branded
but ultimately I knew I wanted to run my
lifestyle experience with beautiful store
own business – I just needed an idea. I’ve
environments, high quality products and
always loved looking after my nails, but it was
refined treatments, but at affordable prices.
during my time living in New York that I really

I wanted to transform nail care from feeling
like a chore into a fun, social experience by
creating a nail bar, coffee shop and cocktail
bar concept with late night opening hours.
What has been the proudest moment
of your career so far?
I have so many, it’s hard to choose! A real
highlight was having our ‘Charlie’ polish listed
as the Beauty Editor’s choice in the Stylist’s
Style list (2017) as I read the Stylist religiously.
Another personal achievement was being
named the High Street Entrepreneur of
the year at the 2017 Natwest Great British
Entrepreneur Awards.
What has been the hardest thing you’ve had
to do to get the business up and running?

A personal achievement: High Street
Entrepreneur of the Year 2017

as opposed to investing it back into the
business and team.
What were the challenges of starting your
own business and being self-employed?
How do you deal with them?

Securing prime locations at competitive
For me, the biggest challenge is the need to
rents has been no easy feat (particularly in
know a little bit about everything. I have to
London). Unfortunately we’ve experienced
wear many different hats
a number of issues from
each day – and although
different councils, which
you don’t need to be an
We are offering career
has been disheartening
expert in every field, you
as we had assumed they
opportunities for
need to know enough
would be supportive of
to be able to know who
women
who
might
young entrepreneurs and
to turn to for further
brands that are trying to
not necessarily have
help. For example, in a
revive the failing High
typical day I could be
sought
progression.
Street. Sadly this has not
sorting out leaking ice
been the case and we
machines, liaising with
have had to fight our way
councils about our planning and licensing,
to open. As we don’t fall into a particular Use
interviewing potential employees, designing
Class we’ve had our planning permission
the latest marketing material, reviewing
denied multiple times, had to attend
budgets or meeting our suppliers to discuss
hearings for our alcohol licence (despite
new products.
not being your typically boozy destination)
You’ve had a baby – congratulations! – how
and had to meet superfluous conditions
have you managed to juggle motherhood
set by Environmental Health Officers for our
with running your own business?
manicure licence.
Thank you – it hasn’t been easy, to be
I’ve learnt not to take no for an answer. I truly
perfectly honest! I took six weeks off after
believe there is a demand for London Grace
having my daughter, Heidi, and I then
and we are offering career opportunities
went back to work part-time as we’d just
for women who might not necessarily have
opened two new stores (our Chelmsford
sought progression. I’m not going to let
store opened the day she was born, and our
antiquated planning and licensing laws
Belgravia store opened in June). I’d visit the
prevent us from expanding and it angers me
stores with her in the sling, nappy bag in one
that we are having to spend valuable time
hand and laptop case in the other. The team
and money fighting out-dated bureaucracy,
have been amazing at helping out and have
Bright and welcoming: London Grace

become used to me breastfeeding during
meetings. I would work during the day when
I could (normally when Heidi was napping)
and then wait for my husband to get home
at 6:30pm, to continue.
I have quickly realised that you can’t have it
all as a working mother, and you just have
to do what’s best for you and your family
without feeling guilty (easier said than done!).
Heidi is now six months and we’ve decided
to hire full time childcare so I can be with my
team during the day and spend time with
Heidi and my husband after work.
What are your plans for the business
for the future?
We would love to open a London Grace
in other UK cities – Liverpool, Manchester,
Birmingham, Bristol and Brighton for
example. We will also be continuing to
expand our London Grace nail care range,
with some exciting product launches
planned for 2019.
Do you have any advice for current students
or alumnae who may be considering starting
their own business?
Do what you love, put all your energy into
it and listen to feedback.
Kirsten and the team at London Grace
are pleased to offer Old Girls 15% off
treatments for month of March with
the following terms and conditions:
• 15% off treatments at London Grace
stores for Old Girls valid Monday –
Friday, from 1–29 March 2019.
• To book you must email
hello@londongrace.co.uk with the
store location, date and time you’d
like to visit, quoting ‘Helkats’.
• This offer is subject to availability
and not valid in conjunction with
any other in store promotion.
• Discount can only be redeemed
once per client.
To find out more about London Grace:
www.londongrace.co.uk
Instagram: LDN_Grace
Twitter: LDN_Grace
Facebook: London Grace
Old Girls’ Newsletter 2018-19
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Feature story

Lydia Otter (1973 leaver)

Farming as therapy
Lydia is CEO of Pennyhooks Farm, a small organic beef farm situated on the border of
Oxfordshire and Wiltshire. Owned by the Otter family for over 60 years, the farm provides
a unique experience for young people and adults with Autism Spectrum Condition.

‘I started at St Helen and St Katharine as a
At school I spent my time practising my
boarder at the very young age of ten. Life
piano skills and enjoying music, especially
at school was sometimes lonely; my class
playing in concerts. I fondly recall taking part
friends and I were thrown together without
in a performance of HMS
much support, so some
Pinafore. Developing
of us learned to support
my music then led me
For people with
one other. I did, however,
towards an interest in
admire Miss Hayward, the
music therapy as my
autism, seasonality
first lay Headmistress, who
teaching thesis at college,
gives a routine
arrived not long after I
which then led me to
arrived. She was fair and
an interest in autism. It
which creates its
quiet yet clear. She brought
through watching
own purposefulness. was
her little Cavalier spaniel
an interaction where
dog and let some of us
a child with complex
play with her, which made
autism responded to the
a lot of difference to me in an environment
therapist through rhythm that helped me
where we didn’t tend to have much fun.
to see ‘the person within’. My perception of
and engagement with autism led on from
I found it very hard to be away from my
this. I started to wonder whether we could
family and I missed the farm so much. I loved
use the farm to reach out to other young
the special connection I had with the land. I
people, whether the farm would help them
was often to be found standing under a tree
as it had helped me through its rhythms,
as the seasons went by or sitting next to a
predictability, sense of purpose and joy from
little stream remembering the cows I helped
milk with my father. It helped to ground me.
caring for the animals and land.
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Years later, whilst working as a Special Needs
Teacher, I watched a group of students with
autism come to learn at Pennyhooks Farm
and felt a profound correlation between
farming and those living with the condition.
They got off the bus and spread out across
the farm and I just watched their movements
change – I knew then that they had found
their space.’
Since that coach pulled up fifteen years
ago at Pennyhooks Lydia and her business
partner Richard Hurford have helped
hundreds of children and young adults find
that much-needed space and a sense of
purpose as they develop a whole host of
work-related skills.
‘We began the Pennyhooks Project from
the farmhouse in 2001 then in a donated
mobile home in the garden. In 2005 our
larger building, Appletree House, was
opened, generously supported by the Bailey
Thomas Trust and farm diversification grants.
Pennyhooks was set up to enable school

leavers to continue their development in a
supportive farm-based environment. It has
become a pioneering response to the need
for suitable services for young adults with
complex autism and related conditions.’
Pennyhooks Farm Trust was subsequently
established in 2011 in response to the
outstanding progress of the students. New
buildings were opened to house muchwelcomed workshop and training spaces.
Students are given the opportunity to be
fully involved in the running of the farm.
Lydia acknowledges: ‘Whilst it might take
a little longer for individuals with complex
needs to get the hang of rolling out a straw
bale for bedding or grading eggs for sale,
the change it brings about in them is way
beyond what most of their families and
carers might have believed possible.’
Today the workshops boast production
lines of meticulously constructed garden
chairs, bee and bird boxes, basketry, jam
and craftwork inspired by the farm. The farm
celebrated its most successful Christmas Fair
in 2018, selling over £3000 worth of these
handmade goods.
Although the farm supports learners from
the age of 11, most of its clients are young
adults and it is the desperate need for post16 services, which are the hardest to
provide, which concerns Lydia the most.
She explains, ‘Between 16 and 18 many
people with autism don’t go to school
because they find it such a hostile
environment, and at the end of it there’s
no future for them anyway, so they find
themselves isolated in their bedrooms,
not going out.’
‘Farmers are by nature nurturers. They like
to see things grow and they can do that
for people as much as livestock and crops.
For people with autism, seasonality gives a
routine which creates its own purposefulness.’
Gardening forms part of the students’
diverse range of learning skills

Care Farming is defined as the use
of farming practices for the stated
purpose of providing or promoting
healing, mental health, social,
or educational care services.

‘Pennyhooks is a genuine working farm.
We promised ourselves we would never ask
the students to do something which is not
genuinely needed. But we respect who they
are and build from there. This is why the hay
bales are a certain size for easier handling; the
glasshouse for horticulture training is laid out
so no-one’s personal space is invaded and
the main workroom has sound-absorbent
ceiling panels.’
It costs £140 to support a student for one
day at Pennyhooks Farm which relies on
donations for much of its work, and while
the challenges are ongoing the business is
now well-established.
‘We no longer consider ourselves to be an
experiment; we know it works and we are
pretty sure why it works,’ says Lydia.
‘I’m in such a very privileged position to be
able to share the lovely thing the farm has
been in my life with people who so obviously
and genuinely benefit from it.’
At 62, Lydia is now thinking about the
farm’s future. ‘I am keen to ensure the future
sustainability here for our young people with
autism and also for the high conservation
value of the farm, in what has become
a wonderful circle of the farm caring for
the students and staff caring for the farm.
Preparing for the future, of course, gradually
means passing the baton to the next
generation of people with any special interest
in autism or conservation farming – once we
have found as many of them as possible!
Wonderfully, this term I now have a longstanding colleague in post as Autism Centre
Manager, having worked together within
the Oxfordshire autism service for the last
25 years. We have many plans to continue
to meet the needs of our extraordinary
client group, including developing our work
training programme further by having a shop
and cafe on site, as well as by eventually
providing suitable accommodation for
students once their families are no longer in a
position to care in the way they currently do.’
Lydia is a founding member of Care Farming
UK, whose advocacy on behalf of the 1 in
100 people with autism has seen her take the
case for additional support services to David
Cameron and Prince Charles.

Proudly showing off his work: a Pennyhooks
student with his bee house

She acknowledges there are challenges
which come with running Pennyhooks
and navigating the charitable sector:
‘Essentially I think it is a wonderful enabler
as a platform for reaching out to others in
need, but it is inevitably unwieldy, having
such long-established systems with so much
competition for support. It requires much
time and patience to navigate. Getting your
voice heard is the hard bit. The challenge with
our clients is that they often are so difficult for
people to understand. They possess ‘hidden
skills’ beneath an often off-putting exterior,
which means that they need skilful people
to draw them out. Often trusts are not set up
to support fundraising for salaries, so now
my challenge is to find a way of articulating
our students’ need for long-term supported
work in a way that others can identify with.
But there are such good-hearted people
out there who do want to help whenever
they can, which is wonderful. And it is so
rewarding when you can bring together the
help with the need and then see the sort of
progress that we have had at Pennyhooks.’
You can find out more about the work carried
out at Pennyhooks at www.pennyhooks.com
or visit their Facebook page
www.facebook.com/Pennyhooks-Farm
References: Farmers Guardian
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Feature story
Lizzie with her tea cup

Lizzie Ginbey (Hogg) (1992 leaver)

CreativiTea
Lizzie Ginbey is director of design and web agency Teapot Creative
having worked in the industry since 1998. Teapot Creative won a
Somerset Business of the Year award in 2016.

combination and it has taken
There is lots of What are the challenges of
working in your profession and
me
on
to
have
a
job
that
I
love
At Teapot Creative we specialise in graphic
scope
to
find
how do you deal with them?
with
lots
of
flexibility
for
my
design, web design and implementation and
life.
After
college
I
travelled
digital marketing. We also drink tea – copious
Criticism – you need to be able
your niche.
for a long time and spent
amounts of it, which may give a clue to the
to take it from clients. It can
a year working in southern
origins of our name! My role is quite varied
be tough when you feel you
Tanzania which was an incredible
as I run the company with my fellow director
have done your best but they still
experience. I spent the best
but I still have a hand in design projects.
don’t like what you have produced. You need
part of five years globetrotting. I saw many
Only about 50% of my time is now actual
a fairly thick skin. Also, trying to get inside
countries in Africa and South America and
graphic design. I run the human resources
people’s heads to find out what they are
spent a year in Australia too. I enjoyed my
for the company which is a challenge and
asking for, as it’s not always easy to work out.
work in Australia – I started on a sheep farm
generally I get quite a bit of help from an
Would you say there are any particular
for a while and then went on to do some
external professional. My main role is in the
challenges for women in the industry?
graphic design in Perth. Ultimately my family
creative department. This means overseeing
brought
me
back
here
and
I
wasn’t
a
great
the design projects and making sure they run
Graphic design and web design are still quite
fan of the constant heat... and I really missed
smoothly, and also actually doing some
male dominated, especially the technical
the architecture here! Since
of the hands-on creative work.
side. I do find keeping up to date with all this
2010 I have set up Teapot
It is more than a full-time job!
quite challenging and have to rely on my
Graphic design Creative, had three children
employees heavily for advice in this area.
What were the highlights
and acquired far too many
I’m not massively technical as my brain
and
web
of your time at
pets. This all takes up a great
works creatively so this can be frustrating.
St Helen and St Katharine?
design are still deal of my time!
And finally, do you have any advice for
I particularly loved Chapel
quite male
Has there been a particular
current students or alumnae who may be
Choir and performing at St
creative project that you feel
dominated.
considering a career in the creative arts?
George’s Chapel, Windsor
most proud of?
Castle was a huge highlight for
Just follow the area of creativity you enjoy.
me. All the sports were great
This is really tricky; I have
Everything in the world that we make needs
fun and I also loved pottering about in the
worked on hundreds so I don’t know where
to be designed – there is lots of scope to find
art room too. I have lots of great memories
to start. There are many I have been proud of
your niche … print, websites, shoes, furniture,
of friends and teachers.
but as a designer I’m super critical of my own
buildings, cars, cutlery and so much more!
work so nothing has ever been perfect! I’m
What did you do after leaving St Helen’s?
www.teapotcreative.co.uk
hugely proud that we were recently awarded
www.facebook.com/TeapotCreative
the title of 2016 Somerset Business of the
Even though I chose English, geography
www.instagram.com/teapotcreativeltd/
Year in the 11-25 employee category, having
and biology at A-level, I went on to study
been runner-up twice before. It was definitely
Business Studies and Graphic Design at
a case of third time lucky for us!
Business and Art College. It was a great
Lizzie, tell us about your company.

Lizzie and St Helen’s classmates (Lizzie is pulling a face at the back!)
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Lizzie’s proud moment on stage winning
Somerset Business of the Year in 2016

Old Girls’ events 2018

The panel speak about their experiences

Creative and media alumnae gather for our third

SHSK Society Professional Networking Event
know-how, passion, intuition, creativity and
the importance of using your network. ‘We
(women) need to be better at selling ourselves,’
Camilla said. ‘We should make our presence
felt even before we get to a job interview.’

The amazing etc. venues County Hall on
London’s South Bank was the setting for our
third SHSK Society Professional Networking
Event. These events recognise the value
that networking amongst like-minded
women from the St Helen and St Katharine
community can have in encouraging one
another and building useful relationships.
Aimed at those working in the creative and
media sectors, the event welcomed over fifty
St Helen and St Katharine alumnae who were
able to exchange ideas with a distinguished
panel of industry experts. We were extremely
fortunate to have four speakers from the
St Helen’s community to share their career
experiences and knowledge.
Political journalist Alice Thomson (1985
leaver) who is Associate Editor and columnist
at The Times newspaper gave a fascinating
insight into her typical work day as a
journalist as well as witty anecdotes from
interviews she has conducted over the
course of her career.
Sacha Newall (1989 leaver), fashion industry
expert, spoke about the challenges of
balancing work and family and of her
experiences of chauvinism in the workplace.
She stressed the importance of creative
people retaining a good head for business.

Alice Thomson

Sacha Newall

Networking, socialising and re-connecting
carried on until late into the evening, with
the promise of future interactions amongst
alumnae and with the School.
Camilla Reid

Martina Margetts

Camilla Reid, co-founder and Editorial Director
of independent children’s publisher Nosy
Crow told the audience about the enjoyment
which comes from working with many other
women in publishing. She admitted that
in work, ‘things go wrong’, describing the
time when hundreds of her books had to be
pulped due to a tiny spelling error! Discussing
the different ways we measure success,
she highlighted enjoyment of work as an
important factor for her. Camilla also stressed
the importance of business acumen, saying
education has a part to play in teaching the
skills needed for running a business.
Martina Margetts (1969 leaver), Senior Tutor
and former Editor of Crafts Magazine joked
that her first ambition whilst at St Helen’s was
to be a nun because ‘at school we thought
that’s what everyone did!’ She advised, ‘Your
friends are a vital first network – use them’
and that ‘you’re learning all the time and
need to be stimulated. Make yourself the ‘go
to person’ but recognise that you’ll need to
be flexible, at every level’.
St Helen’s Headmistress Rebecca Dougall
compered a question and answer session
after the talks, with invaluable advice being
given to the assembled audience. All four
speakers highlighted the need for tenacity,

We are extremely grateful to St Helen’s
alumna and etc. venues Business
Development Manager Katie Stocks for
allowing us to use the venue.

Making useful connections:
networking over drinks

SHSK Society Professional Networking
Events 2019:
Friday 26 April at the Saïd Business
School, Oxford, for all involved
in STEMM (science, technology,
engineering, maths and medicine/
healthcare)
Friday 8 November at etc. venues,
Fenchurch Street, London, for all
involved in financial services.
Old Girls’ Newsletter 2018-19
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SHSK Society news

SHSK
Society
Old Girls’
survey

An overview of the survey
You want to stay in touch

Over 95% of you
were interested in
staying connected
with the School.

Belonging to
the community
of Old Girls and
connecting with
friends is important
to 71% of you.

Annual Old Girls’ Newsletter

In September 2018 the Alumnae Office launched
a survey to find out what you think about the
services we currently offer Old Girls. The results
will help us shape events, publications and
communications so that they better meet the
needs of the St Helen’s alumnae community.
Over 500 of you responded and we are so grateful
to everyone who took the time to participate.
Many congratulations to Gabrielle Gleeson
(2010 leaver), the lucky winner of our John Lewis
voucher prize draw.
It’s not too late to take part! We are very
happy to send out postal copies to those
of you who are not on email so please
contact us on 01235 546494 to let us know
if you would like to complete the survey.
The online survey remains open by visiting:
www.surveymonkey.co.uk/r/OldGirlsurvey.
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Old Girls’ news and features about Old Girls are the most
popular articles in the Newsletter. Many of you would like
to see more photos in the news section so we are working
towards making the process for submitting photos along
with your news more straightforward for the next edition.
In response to ideas sent in the
survey we will be adding minifeatures on Old Girls who came
to reunions and features about
alumnae with a much broader
range of careers and life stories.

Communications
Those of you who responded were most
likely to read news in the annual
Old Girls’ Newsletter, followed by the termly
e-newsletter and then via Facebook.
We will encourage receiving the Old Girls’
Newsletter electronically while continuing
to send it by post to those who prefer it this
way. More up to date news will appear in
the termly e-newsletters and via Facebook.
Please let us know if you are not currently
receiving the e-newsletter but would like to.

outcomes:
The SHSK Society Network

Offers of help

63

225

%

of those who
responded have
joined the network
and would appreciate
more guidance on how
to get the best out of it, how to
adjust the privacy settings and
how to find friends from your year groups. Some noted
that the site was not easy to view on a phone or device.

How to...
In response to
your comments
we will publish
regular ‘how
to’ guides
and answers
to frequently
asked questions
so that you can
get the most
out of the site.

A redesign of the
network, complete
with mobile device
optimisation, will be
completed by late spring
2019 and we will let you
know when this goes live.

of you said you would be prepared
to attend ‘what it’s like to....’ events
at St Helen’s to speak with students
who are exploring different
educational and career paths.

181 of you said you would be happy to come
to an event at school to chat to Sixth Form
students about your university or higher
education experience to help them with
choices about what to study and where.

55

181

of you may be able to offer work
experience placements for current
students or recent leavers.

137 of you said you would consider
volunteering to mentor an Upper
Sixth student as they leave school
as part of The Kate Scheme.

137

We will continue to share news of all these
opportunities to get involved and hope to welcome
you back to the School or to an event soon.

Archives
81% of you were unaware
that we now have a Digital
Archive to view online
(see page 22 for more
information on accessing
the Digital Archive).
57% of you were
unaware that the
School Archives are
located within the
Jean Duffield Library.
Among the items you would like to see in the
Archives are photos from across the decades, video
and audio recordings, and written and oral accounts
of memories of being at St Helen’s. As we add these
items to the collection we will post updates via termly
e-newsletters and on the SHSK Society Network.

Events
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SHSK Society news

Our amazing Old Girls:

a year in pictures
We are thrilled that St Helen and St Katharine continues to be part of the
ongoing journeys of many Old Girls as they support school initiatives and
build links with others in the St Helen’s community.
Here is a snapshot of some of the ways Old Girls have been involved in
school life in 2018.
For more information on opportunities to get involved, turn to page 15.

February
• 2006 leaver Emily Spicer who

studied French and Italian at
Cambridge University was a
guest judge for our annual
‘Love Languages’ competition
in which primary school
children perform a play in
a modern foreign language.

April

• Over 800 Old Girls joined

Kate Scheme launch event to
meet their Upper Sixth mentees
just before they sat their A-levels.

to St Helen’s for a tour of the School.
Beryl shared many memories of her
time here, notably, an amusing banister
sliding incident just off Old School Hall!
Here is Beryl just after spotting herself in
the 1954 School photo.

Loughborough University, Catherine
Armstrong (1994 leaver) came to the
School to give invaluable advice to students
on choosing a university, embracing
international opportunities and how to
create a stand-out personal statement.

• 63 Old Girls from 2008, 1998, 1993, 1988
and 1978 enjoyed the annual SHSK
Society Anniversary Reunion.

Enjoying the summer sunshine
at the June reunion

Kate Scheme mentors
meeting their mentees
for the first time in April

May

• 26 Old Girls were matched

• 1958 leaver Beryl Pearce-Carr came back

• Senior Lecturer in American History at

• Volunteer mentors attended our

January

with Sixth Form students as
part of the careers mentoring
programme, The Kate Scheme.

June

the SHSK Society Network.

• 1989 and 1990 leavers

Stephanie Hills and Professor
Danièle Steer hosted a visit
from Sixth Form physics
students at Cern in Geneva
to talk about particle physics
and working in science.

Flying visit from New Zealand: we welcomed Old
Girl Lucy Osmond (2005 leaver) back to the School

March
• Our new online alumnae platform,
the SHSK Society Network, was
launched with over 300 Old Girls
signing up on its first day.

• With over 1000 Old Girls already

signed up to the SHSK Society
Network, Rachel Buckingham (Fellows)
(1986 leaver) won a bottle of prosecco
for being our 1000th member!

• Eight Old Girls spent an

evening explaining their jobs to
students at the annual joint
Careers Convention.
Only too pleased to collect on
behalf of their mother: Rachel
Buckingham’s daughters, Meg (2014
leaver) and Molly (2016 leaver) with
the winner’s bottle of prosecco

Molly Liddell (2016 leaver)
sharing her experiences of
an apprenticeship at Google
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• Over 70 Old Girls attended our creative

and media Professional Networking
Event in London, including three Old Girls
speaking as part of the panel of experts.

August

• 22 Old Girls

who are studying
at a range of
universities offered
to provide advice
and support at
university for recent
leavers as part of
our ‘Universi-tea’
initiative.

October

Throughout the year...

• 550 of you took part in our Old Girls’ survey.

Ten Old Girls have donated items
to the School Archives.

• Several Old Girls with

12 Old Girls have given talks at school
or helped with external events for
students or fellow alumnae.

experience in medicine and
science came back to
St Helen’s to provide
interview practice for Sixth
Form students planning to
apply for medicine degrees.

Ten Old Girls have come back
to school for tours of the archives
and facilities.

Against the clock: Old Girl and GP Dr Katie Barber
putting a Sixth Form student through her paces

• Headmistress Rebecca Dougall took the opportunity

to meet up with several Bristol-based Old Girls whilst
attending a conference in October. Over coffee, life postschool and reflections on lessons and habits learned at
St Helen’s were all mulled over. As Bristol is Mrs Dougall’s
alma mater she enjoyed reminiscing about student life
in the city too: ‘It was lovely to see our Old Girls thriving
on Bristol university life and
making plans for next steps.’

These images capture just a selection
of the ways Old Girls have been
involved over the past year. We value
every single interaction with our
Old Girls whether it be a phone call,
letter, email, visit or Facebook message
and we look forward to many more
throughout the coming 12 months!

November
• 150 Old Girls ate KitKats and
shared photos online in
celebration of St Kate’s Day.

July
• Over 40 Old Girls attended the annual

Old Girls’ Coffee Morning to give Lower Sixth
students invaluable advice on universities
and post-school options.

1972 leavers Anne Allison
and Joanna Slingo meeting
up on St Kate’s Day to
reminisce over a KitKat!

September
Sharing experiences of university
at the Old Girls’ Coffee Morning

• We welcomed

back 1998 leaver
and BBC journalist
Lauren Turner as
guest of honour
at our annual
summer Prize
Giving ceremony.

• We said goodbye to the 94 students from the
class of 2018 who officially became Old Girls!

Traditional last day of term hokey cokey:
our class of 2018 leavers become Old Girls

• 100 Old Girls came back to play in

a very special ‘Festival of Lacrosse’
in memory of 2014 leaver Ottie Uden.

December
• Over 200 Old Girls and

former staff commented
on our SHSK Society
Advent Calendar on
Facebook. ‘Then and
now’ photos of the
School were posted
daily and enjoyed
throughout the month.

• Amongst the Old Girls attending our annual Nine
Lessons and Carols service was 1993 leaver Clare
Desforges who read the seventh lesson.

Old Girls’ Newsletter 2018-19
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SHSK Society news

News from the St Helen and
St Katharine Foundation
The Foundation
encompasses
all the ways the
School works
with the wider
community and
is a distinctive
and valued
part of life at St Helen and
St Katharine. Central to the
School’s strategy, Foundation
activities are overseen by a
committee of governors. Viola
Kerr, Foundation Manager, writes:
Any of you who have visited St Helen’s for an
event recently will have noticed that today’s
students benefit from a new Sports and
Fitness Centre, 3D Design Centre, Library,
Performing Arts Centre and Science Centre
with 12 new laboratories. Purpose-built
facilities go hand in hand with an emphasis
on excellence in teaching and learning and
students are motivated to take advantage of
the many opportunities on offer.
The Foundation is the way we ensure
that the community benefits from all that
students enjoy at St Helen’s, firstly by working
in partnership with local schools and groups
and secondly by offering full bursaries to
students who would not otherwise be able
to attend St Helen’s.
If you would like to get involved with the
Foundation activities in any way or have an
idea for an educational partnership, please
get in touch at foundation@shsk.org.uk.

Meanwhile partnerships with secondary
schools aim to add breadth and depth to
young people’s experience of the curriculum.
Secondary school students frequently
come to St Helen’s to hear talks or take part
in debates, workshops and masterclasses
facilitated by notable subject specialists.

Broadening access to an outstanding
education by offering full bursaries
Increasing the places we offer on merit alone
will open up access to the high quality of a
St Helen’s education and allow more young
people with talent to reach their potential,
both at school and for their future.
Our current focus is on making our Sixth Form
more accessible to a broader range of bright
girls by offering 100% bursaries for students
joining Sixth Form from other schools.
These last two years of school are a crucial
point of transition from teenage to adult life.
Our vision is that by welcoming students to
this special environment where we aim
to nurture their intellectual spirit and
imagination, a transformation can take place
that will benefit them for a lifetime.
As part of the curriculum breadth we offer in
Sixth Form, St Helen’s has a particular strength
in the high numbers of our students who go
on to study science, technology, engineering
or mathematics (STEM) subjects at university.
We are proud to be contributing to a better
gender balance amongst highly skilled
employees in STEM industries. The opportunity
to support a diverse group of girls to pursue
these careers is there to be grasped. Through
bursaries St Helen’s can play a key role in
encouraging and supporting girls who show
ability in science and mathematics and in
challenging the stereotypes that represent
barriers to STEM careers.

Partnerships with local schools
and community groups

Year 9 students from Larkmead
taking part in Girls do Physics

Through our Careers and Higher Education
service we are able to provide tools to make
the best possible choices for the futures of
local students from Year 11 to Upper Sixth,
so that they can make a successful transition
from school.
As part of Community Service, Sixth Form
students spend time in six primary schools
and two nearby care homes weekly. During
this year-long placement strong relationships
are formed and students are able to offer
specific skills such as art or music as they
work alongside carers and teachers.
Our teachers offer professional development
support to teachers in local secondary
schools by organising subject-specific meetups, one to one mentoring, training and
liaison on best practice.
We are also proud to have become a training
school for a new course in Modern Foreign
Languages teaching, or SCITT, representing
a new partnership between the state and
independent sectors.
Students vote annually for the charity of the
year and with the assistance of Sixth Form
charity representatives, they take the lead on
fundraising and awareness raising.

Our partnerships aim to be true
collaborations in which inspiration and
learning flows both ways.

Half the Lower Sixth year group have
chosen to volunteer weekly in local
schools and care homes this year
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Our work with younger children focuses
on sharing the excitement of learning and
exploring new possibilities. Children come
to St Helen’s to take part in geography,
mathematics, sports and language competitions
and to watch our drama productions.

St Helen’s students join children from local
schools in reading challenges and book groups

Getting involved in careers and
higher education at St Helen’s

Mrs Emily Trump,
Head of Careers

We are proud of the
immense talent and
knowledge among
Old Girls and the
fact that many of
you generously give
your time to support
current students or
younger Old Girls as
highlighted in our
‘a year in pictures’
article on page 12.

Emily Trump, Head of Careers and
Professional Guidance, outlines some of the
ways you can get involved.
‘Whether you are a recent graduate or
established in your career, you are always
warmly invited back to the School to talk
and enthuse with current students. With the
myriad careers, both existing and emerging,
open to our students, any words of advice
or suggestions of experiences which
you have found particularly valuable are
enormously appreciated.
We run a busy careers education programme
taught through the personal development
curriculum but we know that it is the
conversations with our Old Girls that can
help to get our students thinking about their

futures and to inspire them to investigate
different sectors and opportunities.
We are keen for alumnae community support
from a broad representation of careers in the
various activities we run throughout the year
(a few of which are listed below.)’
The Kate Scheme
Our mentoring scheme, launched in 2016,
continues to build momentum with over
50 meaningful mentor/mentee partnerships
now developing. We are always grateful
to hear of other Old Girls who would be
interested in finding out more about
becoming involved in the scheme.
Working Lunch: throughout the year
This is a series of short lunchtime talks,
usually held on a Friday, for students to
hear from a range of Old Girls about their
career journeys so far. The session ends
with questions and answers.
Careers Convention: Friday 15 March 2019
We hold our annual joint independent
schools Careers Convention with Abingdon
School and Our Lady’s Abingdon.
Representatives from a wide range of sectors
and industries come and talk to students
about their career path.

Offering advice on university
choices for Lower Sixth students

Year 11 work experience: Monday 17–
Friday 28 June 2019
All students in Year 11 are encouraged to
undertake a minimum of one week of work
experience from one or more placements,
after (I)GCSE examinations. We always very
much appreciate offers of placements from
Old Girls.
Higher Education, Apprenticeships and
Gap Year Advice Morning: 10.45am
onwards, Monday 1 July 2019
An end of term meeting where Old Girls
who are currently studying at university or
undertaking an apprenticeship or gap year
come back to School to talk to the current
Lower Sixth about their ‘real life’ experiences.
University practice interviews:
October and November 2019
We offer a series of practice interviews for our
Upper Sixth students to help prepare them
for their medicine and Oxbridge interviews.

If you would like to volunteer or
have any questions please do get
in touch via the Alumnae Office at
oldgirls@shsk.org.uk.

SHSK Society grants
Applications are now open to members of the Old Girls’ community for two
categories of grant. Both types of grant carry a fixed value of £500.
1. A
 n award for work connected to
academic study within higher education.
Applicants will need to provide a
breakdown of how the funds would be
used; this might include the costs of
travel or resources in support of academic
research. Applicants will be expected to
demonstrate the educational benefits
they and/or others will gain from being
awarded a grant.
Documentary support from a department
for the academic work being undertaken
will need to be provided as part of the
application process. Applicants should
provide an outline of how the grant
would be used.

2. An award in support of a social, creative
or entrepreneurial initiative.
Applicants will need to provide a detailed
proposal, explaining the use of the grant
and how this fits within a wider funding
context (detailing any other sources of
funding). Applications should explain how
this project creates value (financial and/or
social and/or cultural and/or environmental
and/or educational) and how that value
will be measured/recognised.
Projects which have a clear social or
environmental benefit will be prioritised.

For both award types, the recipient will be
expected to provide a report on how the
funding has been used for the Governing
Body and to provide an article for next year’s
Old Girls’ Newsletter.
The grants cannot be used as donations to
other charities, however worthy.
Applications will be scrutinised by a panel
made up of the Headmistress, the Bursar, two
governors and Kirstyn Rutter (2006 leaver).
The successful recipients will be informed by
the Alumnae Services Manager.
All awards are at the discretion of the panel
and the panel reserves the right not to make
an award if no application is considered
strong enough. Two grants may be awarded
in each category with a maximum of four
grants being awarded in total.

If you would like to apply for a grant please send your application, which should arrive no later than Friday 26 April 2019, to
Faye Anderton, Alumnae Services Manager, St Helen and St Katharine, Faringdon Road, Abingdon, Oxfordshire, OX14 1BE.
Applications will be considered and decisions communicated during the early part of Trinity term.
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Across the continents with the
Old Girls’ Association Trust grants
Three Old Girls report back on what they learnt volunteering and studying
in three very different contexts and where this may take them next.

Rosie
Bartholomew
(2013 leaver)
Women in
agriculture in the
developing world:
using photography and storytelling
to investigate the challenges facing
women dairy farmers in Likuni, Malawi.
I became interested in the alternative aspects
of veterinary medicine towards the end of my
third year at vet school and was subsequently
inspired to intercalate in the University of
Bristol Global Health BSc course. Being a
vet student among many medics, I chose
to use the opportunity of an independent
dissertation research project to explore an
issue affecting both human health and animal
health and welfare: the challenges faced by
African smallholder dairy farmers. I undertook
this project in Malawi because of existing links
within Bristol University and because it is a
low-income country facing significant human
health and nutrition problems.
The Malawian dairy industry consists
of approximately 9,600 smallholder
farmers comprising Milk Bulking Groups:
communities of farmers who deposit their
milk in a central bulk tank. Milking is carried
out by hand. With on-farm chilling impossible
due to lack of electricity and equipment,
the farmers depend on bulking groups for
reliable sales to commercial milk processors.
For this study, I used a social science
research method called Photovoice in which
participants become actively involved in
data collection through taking photos
and storytelling. Their active involvement
empowers them to voice individual and
community concerns and elicit action for
social and policy change. My study focused
entirely on female participants and began
with all participants being trained to use
disposable cameras. I then conducted an
individual household questionnaire survey
16

to gain insight into daily dairying activities,
socioeconomic position and family life. This
data proved invaluable and it was humbling
to see the resourcefulness of these women
and their families in action and to be invited
into their homes, which usually consisted of
a small brick or clay house, perhaps a small
plot of land for crops and a compound for
their cattle. I admired the resilience and
determination to continue with their dairy
farming despite the tiresome, labour intensive
tasks of husbandry and hand milking with
extremely limited resources.
The women were then left with a camera
each for eight days to take photographs
of challenges they face in their day-today dairy farming. Looking through these
images provided a fly-on-the-wall view of a
Malawian dairy farmer’s daily life – something
unachievable via more conventional, less
visual techniques. I conducted individual
interviews about the content of four
photographs which represented the most
important issues they face. This allowed me
to gather a selection of 48 ‘Photostories’ –
a rich qualitative data set for analysis.
The results of my study revealed nine main
challenges faced by this community of
women dairy farmers: feeding (notably
the challenge of affording supplementary
concentrates, especially during the dry season
when grass growth is low); the inability
to afford quality utensils, materials and
equipment; cattle housing cleanliness; cattle
housing maintenance; labour delegation and
time constraints; water (notably travelling

long distances to water sources, especially
in the dry season); ticks (notably affording
acaricides); diseases, injury and medication in
cattle; and, at the centre of all of these issues:
low income.
These results have brought to light the
insights of a small community of women
dairy farmers and this study has given
them an opportunity to raise their voices
and directly show through their creativity
in photography and story-telling where
the gaps in their resources are and where
interventions are needed to enhance
the success of their dairy farming. The
experience of directly conversing with
women who lead entirely different lives to
my own was fascinating. It has given me
an in-depth understanding of their daily
farming challenges and an appreciation
of the potentially severe consequences of
these – something which I feel is important
to appreciate in the privileged position in
which I live. To see how dependent the
lives of these women and their families
are on the health of their cattle has further
inspired me to pursue a career working with
livestock farmers in low income countries
where veterinary services are limited. I have
been afforded an insight into subsistence
farming in the Malawian context far beyond
what any amount of reading can offer and
I will always be grateful to the women who
participated in this study, to the SSLLP, to the
staff at Bristol University and to the generous
support of the Old Girls’ Association Trust
grant for making this possible.

Florence Wiggins
(2017 leaver)
Volunteering with NGO Grassroots
to improve the livelihoods of
communities in hill states of India.
Two months living and working in the
Kumaon region of Uttarakhand, in the
foothills of the Indian Himalayas, was a
chance to embrace an entirely different
lifestyle in a region of India I would never
have otherwise thought to visit. My
internship was with Grassroots – a small
NGO working to improve the livelihoods

Gabriella Volak
(2014 leaver)
Volunteering at Mosaico House
Shelter in Athens for single mothers
and their children.
I was lucky enough to receive the Old Girls’
Association Trust grant to help fund my travel
to Greece where I volunteered at a refugee
shelter in Athens. The shelter, Mosaico
House, is exclusively for single mothers and
their children. Its primary motive is to look
after the mothers and provide them with a
place to live for up to a year while helping to
reconnect them with their families further
afield in Europe or locate them an apartment
in Athens. Our duties as volunteers would
include helping the children with homework
(as some of them attended a local school),
playing games, taking them to the park or
teaching classes. I was also involved in a big
clean up and update of the communal area
and balcony in preparation for the summer
months. With donations from friends and
family we bought new furniture and paint
and transformed the shelter. It was rewarding
to see the joy of the children once they saw
their new things!

of communities throughout the hill states
of Uttarakhand and Himachal Pradesh.
Grassroots’ key goal lies in empowering the
communities they work with towards selfsufficiency. The organisation’s main initiatives
lie in the introduction of ‘appropriate
technologies’ (such as biogas generators
and infiltration wells) to make the most of
available resources, as well as the growth
of women’s cooperatives – setting up
more than two hundred self-help groups
across the region. Our main piece of work
at Grassroots was to conduct fieldwork and
write a report for the Food and Agricultural
Organisation’s (FAO) investigation into the
function and threats to global indigenous
food systems. This was a major learning curve
– both as my first experience in writing an
academic report but also in the limitations
that a small grassroots development
company has in carrying out fieldwork in
a framework formulated by a somewhat
detached international NGO. I learnt about
overcoming problems – a major language
barrier, lack of time to carry out our fieldwork
investigation and our position as foreigners
– and this made the finished report feel even
more rewarding. While our research and
work for Grassroots was fascinating the most
gratifying part of my time in the hills were
the lessons I learnt from the people I met.

The positivity, tenacity and resourcefulness
of locals – both of my host family and those
we met in the field – was something I found
inspiring. Individuals, in particular the women
involved with self-help groups, proved
ever-willing to engage with us, share their
experiences and invite us selflessly into their
lives with amazing generosity and enormous
smiles! I have undoubtedly learnt some
fundamental lessons from the individuals I
met along the way, with my most significant
take-homes being the importance of
perseverance, the value of gratitude and the
power of having a positive outlook to life,
whatever it may throw your way.

Over the course of the month I learned the
stories of each family. It was sobering to hear
that a number of the happy, carefree children
whom I played with every day had arrived in
Greece on the one of the boats that we hear
about in the news. For the most part, the
children were as smiley and joyous as any child
you would meet who had been raised under
more stable circumstances, but some did suffer
from quite debilitating anxiety and nervousness.

without much trouble. However, I met a
refugee from Gaza who had fled home five
years ago and came to Athens in January. His
story had a lasting impact on me and opened
my eyes to the hopelessness of a situation
that I had not comprehended before. He
cannot acquire a Greek passport until he has
lived there for three years, after which he will
receive one that only grants him access to
certain countries and only for a short amount
of time. Until then he cannot leave Greece,
which would be somewhat reasonable but
he has been unable to find a job due to his
status as a refugee, despite having a Masters’
degree in engineering. With all this in mind,
he was remarkably positive and chastised me
for any pity because he looked at life with a
'glass half full' attitude.

Freedom and the loss of it had not
necessarily been something I had considered
much prior to the trip; as a holder of a British
passport I feel I can go almost anywhere
Children from the shelter proudly
labelling their new drawers.

I wanted to volunteer because I am hoping
to pursue a career in the humanitarian field
and am about to embark upon an MA in
Human Rights.
For me the trip was about going to help
people whom I believe need it most and
to gain experience whilst consolidating my
aspirations to begin a career working with
refugees. Fortunately I had the most wonderful
time and was moved by bravery and kindness
of all the people I shared my experience with.
Old Girls’ Newsletter 2018-19
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Old Girls’ events 2018

Old Girls’
Festival of
Lacrosse
Over 200 Old Girls, friends and family members
came back to the School for an afternoon of
lacrosse to celebrate the life of Ottie Uden.

Amidst a profusion of pink, delicious food
and competitive play, this year’s annual
Old Girls’ Lax Match became a full Festival
of Lacrosse to celebrate the life of Old Girl
Ottie Uden who tragically died in 2017.
The Old Girls’ Lax Match is a long-standing
fixture in the alumnae event calendar, so
with Ottie’s love of the sport during her many
happy years at St Helen and St Katharine, it
was fitting to expand the match into a full
tournament and celebration in her honour.
Some of Ottie’s closest friends from her
leaving year of 2014 rallied former class
mates and family members to coordinate
ten teams of players comprising Old Girls
from 2012 right up to 2018. A current team
of St Helen’s students also competed to
keep everyone on their toes.
Over 100 spectators cheered on from the
side lines, enjoying homemade cakes and
raising over £1000 for Histio UK, the Uden
family’s choice of charity.
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To be back on St Helen’s
lacrosse pitches on a
Saturday morning seemed
a fitting way to celebrate a
very special person.
Lydia Uden

It was extremely heartwarming to see so
many Old Girls and their families returning to
the School for this special event. One parent
of a 2012 leaver remarked: ‘It’s wonderful to
be back at St Helen’s today; even though the
day is of course tinged with sadness, seeing
the girls support one another and remember
Ottie in this way is lovely.’
Players and spectators were encouraged to
wear pink, Ottie’s favourite colour, and every
shade from neon to pastel pink was on show.
A pink ribbon collar was even worn by one
of the canine mascots, Harvey!
We were delighted to welcome the
Headmistress from Ottie’s time at St Helen’s,
Rowan Edbrooke, who came to support the
event: ‘Today has been a wonderful occasion
full of energy: perfect for the lovely vivacious
girl that Ottie was.’
After two hours of hard-fought play, umpired
by our own PE staff and Old Girl Sara Benbow,
the team of 2017 leavers were

the final winners and were presented with
the Ottie Uden Memorial Trophy by Alison
Uden, Ottie’s mother, and Lydia, Ottie's sister.
The trophy will now be awarded each year as
part of the Old Girls’ Lax Match and will take
pride of place on display at the School for
current students to see.
Lydia reflected: ‘To be back on St Helen’s
lacrosse pitches on a Saturday morning
seemed a fitting way to celebrate a very
special person. Ottie and I both had many
happy memories of playing lacrosse at
St Helen’s and she would have loved such an
occasion filled with friendship, enthusiasm,
pink and a healthy bit of competition!’
During a well-earned tea, players and guests
took time to record their memories of Ottie
in a dedicated book alongside handmade
photo collages of her with her friends.
Summing the day up, Headmistress Rebecca
Dougall said, ‘This has been an extraordinary
afternoon to celebrate an extraordinary

young woman; it is a privilege to be part
of this community.’
One of Ottie’s closest friends, Sophie Conway,
organised the event: ‘It was so wonderful to
see so many familiar faces come together
in memory of Ottie. The incredible support
from all our St Helen’s friends made it a really
special day.’
The Festival of Lacrosse testified to the
enduring friendships made at St Helen’s and
the strength of the alumnae community,
and we were proud to host such an
important time of celebration. A huge thank
you to all those who were involved in making
the day a success, with special thanks to 2014
leavers Poppy McAlister, Sophie Conway and
Hattie Coleman and to our lacrosse coach
Sally Keogh. We would also like to thank
Lucy Samuel (2014 leaver) for capturing so
many wonderful photographs from the day
including the newsletter front cover image.
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Old Girls’ events 2018

SHSK Society
Annual Reunion 2018

Old Girls chatting to their
former teacher, Mrs Wassell

The 1988 leavers spotting
themselves in the School photo

The Chapel Choir sang
beautifully during the service

Over 60 leavers from 1978, 1988, 1993, 1998 and 2008 were joined
by former staff for our Annual Reunion on 9 June. Amongst the
guests we welcomed Old Girls who had travelled from Norway and
France, two former Head Girls and a mother and daughter duo.
The morning began in the serene calm of the Chapel with a reflective service
led by the Chaplain, Revd Elizabeth Birch. 1978 leaver Beatrix Hopkins read from
Deuteronomy and Chapel Choir sang beautifully.
Guests then gathered in the Science Atrium (opened in 2014 and located on the
site of the old outdoor swimming pool), greeting each other with huge smiles
of recognition. Much debate and discussion arose from the photo displays from
across the decades, particularly the ‘guess the year’ montage.
Stories of school lunches of the past were shared over a buffet lunch, then the
prefect team led by Head Girl Eleanor Stubley guided guests around the buildings
and facilities. The 1978 group were amazed to see that the original wooden
classroom desks were still in place. ‘Some things never change,’ said one guest
nostalgically. On visiting the Yolande Paterson Hall one of the 1988 group took
to the stage and give an impromptu rendition of the St Kate’s Day hymn on the
piano which was followed by rapturous applause.
Spontaneous group photos were taken around the School amidst lots of laughter.
Many guests stayed late into the afternoon enjoying the summer sunshine with
tea and cake in the quad, concluding what was a truly joyous day.

Our 2019 SHSK Society 10, 20, 25, 30 and 40 Year Anniversary Reunion takes
place on Saturday 8 June 2019 and is open to all those who left in 2009,
1999, 1994, 1989 or 1979.
Invitations will follow by email soon and you can book your place
at shsksociety.org.uk.
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2018 Reunion

Where are they now?
We caught up with three of
our reunion guests to find out
more about what they have
been doing since they left
St Helen and St Katharine.

10 years on
Lizzie Sharp (2008 leaver)
Since January 2017 I have worked as a
physiotherapist with the professional players at
Southampton Football Club. I love improving
the athletic ability of athletes to maximise their
performance and taking players with serious
injuries through a rehabilitation process to get
them back playing again. Since leaving St Helen
and St Katharine I basically did what everyone
in my year expected that I would do, playing
lacrosse for England for three years whilst at
university then working as a physiotherapist at
AFC Bournemouth for two years. I’m also one
of the volunteer holiday camp organisers for
Oxford Mencap.
Since leaving
school, I have
remained
friends with
Emma Hills
and Hannah
Roberts
and seeing
the reunion
advertised
we thought
it would be
nice to get together at school again and meet
everyone else who was coming along. It was just
so lovely to catch up with some old friends and
teachers that I haven’t seen in ten years! In some
ways it felt like no time had passed at all. The
science labs and the sports facilities are amazing
– some of the sports facilities were better than
those we have at the professional football club!

Some of the
sports facilities
were better than
those we have at
the professional
football club!

Lizzie (far left) with friends who also left St Helen’s in 2008,
enjoying the sunny weather outside at the reunion last June

30 years on
Kari Ashton (1988 leaver)

I work at the John Radcliffe Children’s
Hospital as the Craniofacial Advanced Nurse
Practitioner. I have been doing this job for
the last two years and I absolutely love it.
It’s such a privilege being able to get to
know families and guide them through
their children’s outpatient appointments
and hospital admissions.
The Oxford Craniofacial Unit is one of
four highly specialised craniofacial units
in the UK that treats children and adults
with congenital and acquired craniofacial
abnormalities. I have an incredibly interesting
and varied role and I can honestly say that I
learn something new every day. I also work
with a fantastic team and am very proud
to be a part of it. I have also been studying
for a Masters in Advanced Nursing Practice
and have gained a qualification as an
Independent Prescriber.

On duty: Kari works at the Children’s
Hospital at the John Radcliffe in Oxford

It was great to meet so many ‘old’ friends
at the reunion and to marvel at all the

40 years on

To raise money for the
Children’s Hospital last year I
took part in a sponsored abseil
from the roof of the Maternity
building at the John Radcliffe.
Anyone who remembers me at
school will know this was no
mean feat, being the least
athletic person in my year!
new buildings and facilities. It was quite
unrecognisable from when I was at school.
I was especially impressed with the beautiful
library and the music and theatre facilities.
I really enjoyed meeting up with old school
friends. This was the first reunion that I had
attended and hopefully I will make it to the
next one, which unbelievably will be 40 years
since I left school.

Bea (second from right) with fellow 1978 leavers

Bea Taylor (1978 leaver)
I am currently self-employed as a massage
therapist. I have been doing this since
2005 when I took voluntary redundancy
from Central News, the ITV regional news
programme which was broadcast just round
the corner from St Helen and St Katharine on
the Abingdon Business Park. Most of my work
is on-site massage in companies and schools,
although I do have private clients as well.
St Helen’s was my first school and I have been
doing on-site massage here for the last 12
years. Fortunately for the staff, the massage
I do doesn’t involve using oil, so please erase
all thoughts of teachers walking around with
greasy hair smelling of lavender! The great
thing about my job is that people are always
pleased to see me! I have met many interesting
characters and made some good friends.
My job can have its moments. I remember
an unusual venue I was asked to attend to
provide massages for an event publicising a
new beauty product. The information gave
the impression it was probably an upmarket
perfume and the event was to be held in the
grounds of a hotel. It turned out to be a new
night cream by Johnsons, and the venue?
Tesco’s car park in Borehamwood! And, like
something worthy of The Apprentice, they ran
out of the cream halfway through the day!

exams is the thing that stands out for me. I
don’t remember taking bottles of water into
exams – was bottled water even invented
back then? I think we just had to stick it out
for three hours, even in 1976, THE hot summer
before 2018 took over! The School is often
looking for invigilators so if there are any
Old Girls out there who fancy having a go do
get in touch with the Examinations Office,
I’m sure they would be happy to hear from
you. You are allowed in the staffroom and you
can have a school lunch – the menu is a bit
different these days!

I also do a spot of exam invigilating at
St Helen’s. My first year of invigilating at the
School was the last year in the old sports
hall before it was pulled down. It brought
back memories of 1976 and 1978 when I sat
there doing my O and A-levels. What a lot has
changed since then! Being allowed water in

Of course, the staff room isn’t where it was
in the 1970s – it’s now where I think the
‘Double Rec’ was. Since I have been back here
the School has grown out of all recognition.
I am always surprised when I look at the
main building from the back. Like St Paul’s
Cathedral in London, it seems to have shrunk

Being allowed water in exams
is the thing that stands out for
me. I don’t remember taking
bottles of water into exams
– was bottled water even
invented back then?
as new buildings have been put up around it.
If you haven’t been back to school for a while
it’s worth coming to see all the wonderful
facilities that are now available. It’s also good
fun trying to remember what was there
before. I enjoyed meeting up with my year
group at the reunion and going on a tour
of the School, especially with the boarders
who were able to tell us day girls about the
dormitories (now the Art Department) and
how they were able to spy on the school
nurse in her flat!
Old Girls’ Newsletter 2018-19
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Archives

Delving in…
From the School Archives
It has been a busy year for the School Archives – in Trinity term we welcomed back
Georgina Blackmore (West) (2005 leaver) in her new appointment as Archivist/Curator.

‘Since returning to St Helen and St Katharine
as a member of staff I have been busy
exploring the School Archives and discovering
all manner of wonderful historical treasures.

buildings and grounds within the School. If
any Old Girls would be interested in assisting
with this project I would be most grateful.’

I have undertaken a number of research
projects including tracking the history of the
school uniform (as you will read), the history
of the Star Cross that hangs in Chapel and
working with Sixth Form historians about
the roles that both St Helen’s School and St
Katharine’s School played in the First World War.

Through the Old Girls’ survey we have
learned that there is a need to increase the
engagement between Old Girls and the
School Archives. Since the last Newsletter, the
School Digital Archive has been launched and
is available to all former students. We intend
to post an increasing number of links to the
Archive on social media, in particular Facebook.

In the spring of 2019 I intend to begin a
research project on the change in uses of the

We are keen to hear from Old Girls with
recollections of their time at St Helen and

Georgina Blackmore –
School Archivist /Curator

St Katharine. Should you wish to share any
memories or donate any items relating to
the School please do get in contact. We are
always delighted to meet with Old Girls at
School – please do make an appointment if
you wish to visit the School Archives as it will
allow time to prepare the necessary items in
the collection for you to view.
gblackmore@shsk.org.uk
Georgina Blackmore,
Alumnae and Archives Office,
St Helen and St Katharine, Abingdon,
Oxon, OX14 1BE.

Accessing the School Digital Archive
We are in an exciting phase of digitising and making more accessible a
great number of items from the School Archives. Old Girls of St Helen
and St Katharine are automatically granted access to these documents
when they register to the SHSK Society Network. New items are added
monthly including photographs, publications and audio and video clips.

The School Archives located in the Jean Duffield Library

The archives are fully searchable which enables the user to enter
search terms and then view specific pages of publications. Already
available on the School Digital Archive are all copies of the School
Magazines, so you can enter search criteria and be reminded of
successes, achievements or even articles that you may have written!

All of the full school
photographs can be viewed,
and there is a zoom feature
enabling individual faces to be
seen in more detail.

The zoom option on whole school photographs

Over the past few months
we have been digitising
documents relating to St Kate’s
Day, leavers’ balls, parents’ days,
open days, drama productions
and more. As a result of the
survey we will be increasing
the number of photographs
viewable online as well as
uploading more media clips
from various departments.

www.shskarchives.org.uk
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Preserved digitally: take a
closer look at this drama
programme from 1910

Self-serve area of the Refectory, 2019

Reminiscence from the refectory
With the exception of a few months for building work, the
refectory is one of the key areas within the School that has
remained relatively untouched for over 100 years, fueling students
and forming lifelong friendships. Although there have been
additions to the space to take account of the growing population
of the School, many of the original features of the refectory remain.

Sponge puddings and custard
have always been popular

St Helen’s School Refectory, 1910.
Current students still dine in this area

Self-serve lunch in the 1980s

As with many school meals the cuisine has
not always been as appetising and appealing
as the wonderful meals currently on offer.
When St Helen and St Katharine was awarded
the Tatler ‘Best School Food’ award in 2017
the recognition of the exceptional food that
is produced by Olivier and his team was well
deserved. More recent Old Girls will look back
warmly at their memories of school lunches
and recall with fondness items such as pizza
rolls, jam sponge and even duck à l’orange!
There were often nicknames for school meals.
As recalled in Nuns, Buns and Green Uniforms
by Hilary Groves, desserts such as tapioca
– revered by most – was more commonly
known as ‘frogspawn’. Another interesting
dessert is wonderfully referred to as ‘dead
man’s leg’ but more commonly known as jam
roly poly! In more recent years the gloriously
decadent ‘chocolately goodness’ (chocolate
syrup sponge) was referred to by one Old Girl
as ‘the highlight of the week – the champion
of school dinner puddings!’

mistress or nun on duty watching over the
room sitting at a raised table. Grace was
said before every meal (and in the earliest
days of the School, post-meal too) until the
introduction of self-service.
For over 50 years students were given buns
at morning break. There was a variety of buns
for each day of the week but the Wednesday
doughnut definitely appears to have been
the most popular! In the 1970s buns at break
were stopped for fear of encouraging rodents,
however this was eventually replaced with
cookies. Current students still happily queue
for most of break to purchase a cookie.
The hustle and bustle of the lunch queue
in Old School Hall with many a girl jostling
her way through with an early lunch pass
remains, as does the palpable buzz and
atmosphere of the refectory.
The kitchen at St Helen’s School, 1936

The self-service approach to meals was
introduced in 1977. Before that the dining
experience was much more strict, with many
Old Girls recalling having to eat everything
on their plate and if they didn’t they were
expected to remain in their seat until the
plate was clean. Girls were expected to sit
at allocated seats in the refectory, with the
Old Girls’ Newsletter 2018-19
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The history of the

school uniform
Grey felt hat
Girdle worn in the earlier days

When St Helen’s School, Abingdon
and St Katharine’s School, Wantage
merged in 1938 the issue of uniform
had to be addressed. It was decided
that elements from both schools
would be amalgamated to form a
new uniform for a new school. All girls
were expected to wear the St Helen’s
serge tunics with square necks and
divided skirts. The maroon tie worn by
girls from St Katharine’s School were
kept – these ties remained as part of
the uniform until the 1980s.

Badges from the
school blazer

1930s

1940s

The cloaks have generated many conversations over the years
– for the most part boarders wore navy blue cloaks of which
they were very proud. The green cloaks have attracted more
negative comments – one Old Girl recalled that it felt like it was
made from the same felt used on a snooker table!
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In the 1960s there was a fashion for
the green gabardine mac, which was
regulation uniform, to be done up
from behind. The summer uniform
in the 1960s was a pale green and
white striped dress, usually made
by parents. Towards the end of the
1960s the green stripe became
darker and maroon stripes were
also introduced. The School boater
was introduced in the mid 1960s
to replace the panama hat – this
boater is still in use at St Helen and
St Katharine today, however it is now
only worn by prefects.

1950s
Cloaks were brilliant
pieces of uniform!
As boarders we wore
them all the time,
wrapped ourselves
up in them, kept
warm (in very
draughty rooms) and
generally lived in
them. I had the same
one for all my school
life and I think I grew
almost 12 inches
over that time!

1960s
The green
blazer that is
so well known
to most Old
Girls remained
as part of the
uniform from
the 1930s until
very recently. In
the latter years
it was only worn
by prefects until
a few years ago
when it was
replaced with a
black suit jacket.
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70s

Today’s prefect boater and badge

I had boarder cloak
envy all my school life
– the bright green
ones for daybugs
were of a horrible stiff
material, more like the
baize on a pool table!
By the 1970s there were no dresses.
The uniform consisted of one pleated
green (then becoming grey) skirt worn
throughout the year with a long sleeved
shirt for the winter and a short sleeved
aertex shirt without a tie in the summer.

1980s

The 1990s and 2000s saw
the students of St Helen and
St Katharine still wearing
the striped shirts and grey
skirts, with the addition of a
maroon sweatshirt. By the
early 2010s Years 9, 10 and
11 had the option to change
their maroon sweatshirt for
a grey wool v-neck jumper.

1990s

I wore an ankle length bottle green belted
raincoat in a kind of hard-wearing material,
never seen since, complete with large
lapels. Add a murky green sturdy shoulder
bag into the mix and a gangly 13 year old
with problem triangle hair, and you have it.
The complete 1994 St Helen’s girl.

2000s

2010s

In the summer of 1988 students were permitted
to wear green or maroon striped shirts with open
necks. The winter uniform was the same except
the shirts were grey striped and long sleeves.

There was a great deal
of pride in wearing the
St Helen’s uniform in public
and the general public
didn’t hesitate to report
any misdeeds to the School,
but they were happy days.
1950 leaver

The current students wear straight
grey skirts, custom made shirts
and maroon v-neck jumpers.

It is fascinating that whenever an Old Girl visits the School Archives one of the main items that they wish to see and talk about is
their school uniform! Visit the School Digital Archive www.shskarchives.org.uk to view the uniform in 360º video format. Please do
share your memories of your uniform with us via the network or by emailing our Archivist/Curator at gblackmore@shsk.org.uk.
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Ten questions with...
Name: Cassie Nash
Year started at St Helen’s: 1990–(29 years so far)
Subject/department: English

4. What are your fondest memories of
St Kate’s Day?

1. How would students best remember you?
It’s been such a long time I find it hard to
imagine what I was like when I first came.
For a time, I think it was my shoes which
stood out as they were often multi-coloured
and a bit odd; more recently the book
earrings have become an old favourite.
When my daughter was in the School I was
known as Mummy Nash just to distinguish
me from ‘the other Mrs Nash’ who I think was
called ‘Drama Nash’ or maybe ‘curly Nash’?
2. What has been your most memorable
moment at St Helen and St Katharine so far?
That’s another completely impossible
question. I do remember a fantastic A-level
set I taught some years ago jointly with
Jonathan Herapath and I took most of them
to visit Cambridge where we had a wonderful
time. Almost all of them ended up at Oxford
or Cambridge studying English and will by
now have gone on to do very exciting other
things with their degrees I’m sure.
3. What has been your proudest moment
at St Helen’s?
I’m always proud of what St Helen’s students
can achieve – and of how totally delightful
they are. It’s something that every visiting
teacher comments on and when we go
out of school to compete in various public
speaking events the students always make
me feel pretty proud of them.
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my daughter was missing for a fire drill
because she’d gone off to McDonald’s without
signing out, but Val Burbank was quite kind
about that.

This has changed hugely over the years.
I remember the first time the Upper Sixth
produced a film rather than just the
8. Are you still in contact with former staff
traditional play – it was absolutely brilliant
members? If so, who?
and set a very high standard for others to
Yes – a lot. I’ve just joined the SHSK book
come. We used to do gospel singing with the
group which seems to consist of almost
whole school in YPH or frisbee with everyone
entirely former staff members so I see Cynthia
out on the pitches. And then there was the
Shebbeare, Dawn Wedge, Christine Douglas,
streaker one year from
Jo Watt and Chris Russell at
Abingdon who was,
that. I see Roy Batters who
I seem to remember,
I’m always proud
taught Latin here many years
the brother of a student
ago and I’m in touch with Jo
in the Upper Sixth.
of what St Helen’s
Murphy who taught drama.
students can
5. What is your
Obviously former members of
favourite area of the
the English Department like
achieve
–
and
school grounds?
Alison Fogg I still see and also
of
how
totally
Jackie Armstrong of course, as
It has to be the orchard
where I’ve had great
delightful they are. I’ve had a longstanding
October half-term holiday
fun putting on various
with her for many years now.
Year 9 Shakespeare
plays in the summer term. A lot of lying
9. Can you sum up your time so far at
around from some students, or getting stuck
St Helen’s in three words?
in the hedges pretending to be
eavesdroppers who seem to appear in almost
Three words are not enough to do justice to all
every Shakespeare comedy.
of the students I’ve taught who are clearly the
most important part of the School.
6. What is your favourite school meal?
10. Tell us something about you that Old Girls
Impossible to say. There are so many days
might not know.
when I find it really hard to choose because
I want all of them. The duck legs are pretty
good and I love the dahl and all of the fish
we get given.
7. What has been your most embarrassing
moment at St Helen’s?
Because St Helen’s students are generally
so kind and good at not laughing at their
teachers’ embarrassing moments this is
actually quite hard to think of. I’m often
embarrassed by things I do outside school
though. I suppose it was a bit awkward when

Well, I always used to boast about all the
famous actors I’ve taught in other schools –
like Jude Law, Toby Jones, Sam West and Tom
Hollander. And probably Old Girls may know
that about me so it doesn’t really answer the
question. I’m really excited now to be about
to boast about Charly Clive in her new TV
drama, but sadly I never actually taught her.
I’m pretty proud that my father invented the
International Baccalaureate and also met
Thomas Hardy – that seems quite a remarkable
and unlikely achievement for one person.

This exciting new feature was born from suggestions in
the Old Girls’ survey to feature former staff and share their
memories and recollections of St Helen and St Katharine.

Name: Jane Dunwoody
Year started at St Helen’s: 1975–2011 (36 years)
Subject/department: PE and IT

1. How would students best remember you?
I suspect it may depend on whether they
enjoyed being on a cold wet lax field in winter
or not! I did develop quite a useful stare for
those not paying attention and a loud voice!
2. What was your most memorable moment
at St Helen and St Katharine?

4. What are your fondest memories of
St Kate’s Day?

8. Are you still in contact with former staff
members? If so, who?

Excitement, history, religion, Kit Kats, 2p race
on wet cold netball courts, boys in skirts!
The intensity on the lacrosse pitch, having
the whole School in the Sports Hall for It’s a
Knockout, and I don’t think I will ever forget
the noise a few hundred students can make
but also how quickly they will stop when the
whistle sounds! Taking part and making a fool
of yourself in the Sixth Form play.

Yes, quite a few through Facebook: Demelza
James, Jane Edwards, Chris Hough, Ann Marie
Gane, Sue Evans and many more plus a group
of us meet quite regularly for coffee: Ruth
Robinson, Pam Adams, Sally Govier, Cynthia
Shebbeare, Heather Townsend, Moya Mason,
Frances Wassell, Jeannie Jackson and Charlie
Eyles. I play golf regularly with Sue Colebrook.

5. What was your favourite area of the
school grounds?
The swimming pool because of the happy
sounds (well, mostly) that came from it.
6. What was your favourite school meal?

I don’t really have one as the meals have
I really can’t think of one specific moment as
changed so much over the years from formal
there were so many in 36 years but the long
sit down (not very well cooked) to self-service
hot summer of ‘76 was memorable as the
but treacle tart was always a hit. The only thing
whole school swam every day and the tennis
not to change was the 15
courts melted. I think
minute-only lunch break.
I spent the whole
I don’t think I will
summer in a
7. What was your most
swimming costume.
ever forget the
embarrassing moment at
3. What was your
noise a few hundred St Helen’s?
proudest moment
That’s easy: when
students can make
at St Helen’s?
demonstrating how to

but also how quickly catch a swinging rope from
There are so many
a trampette I missed and
it would be difficult
they will stop when
because I was so confident
to single one out.
the whistle sounds!
I had not placed a crash mat
Coaching students to
underneath. So I landed on
such a level that they
my chin (biting my tongue),
can represent their
elbows and knees in a not so graceful
School, county and country. Taking my
five-point landing. I leapt quickly to my feet,
first lacrosse tour to the USA. Watching my
said, ‘I’m fine’ and rushed into my office to lick
daughter score her first goals for the School.
my wounds. A few minutes later there was a
Developing our department from staff
timid knock at my door and there were 20
teaching six sports into a department of
students peering in looking slightly shocked.
four full-time, one part-time and numerous
Suffice it to say eating, walking and speaking
coaches teaching at least 15 different
were quite difficult for a few days!
activities and offering GCSE and A-level PE.

9. Please sum up your time at
St Helen’s in three words
One happy family!
10. Please tell us something about you that
Old Girls might not know.
I once jumped from the sports hall balcony
onto a pile of crash mats!

Contribute to the Archives
We are always keen to hear from Old
Girls with recollections of their time at
St Helen and St Katharine. Should you
wish to share any memories or donate
any items relating to the School, please
do get in contact. Specific projects that
are currently being researched include:
• The changes in the School buildings
and grounds
• Recollections of Chapel
• The Star Cross in Chapel
We are always pleased to receive
copies of photographs from each
decade.
Please email gblackmore@shsk.org.uk
or write to Alumnae and Archives
Office, St Helen and St Katharine,
Abingdon, Oxfordshire, OX14 1BE.
Old Girls’ Newsletter 2018-19
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Congratulations

Congratulations!
A brief snapshot of some of the amazing things
alumnae have achieved over the year.

Rebecca Ley
wins ‘Not
the Booker’
prize 2018
2008 leaver Rebecca Ley was delighted
to be announced as the winner of
The Guardian’s ‘Not the Booker’ award for
2018. Her book Sweet Fruit, Sour Land is
described by its publishers Sandstone
Press as a dark, dystopian novel:

As their relationship grows stronger George’s
grip on Mathilde tightens as she tries to
discover where the illicit food is coming from,
where women disappear to and what price
she must pay to avoid bringing a child into a
cruel, ever-changing world.’

‘When a wealthy client visits Mathilde’s
dressmaking shop, she finds herself drawn
into the only surviving circle of luxury left in
a barren London. Attending parties offers a
welcome escape from life governed by ration
cards and a strictly enforced child policy. Here
she meets enigmatic government minister,
George and piano-playing Jaminder, with
whom an intense friendship blossoms.

Rebecca writes essays as well as fiction and
recent essays have been published in Water
Journal and shortlisted for the Fitzcarraldo
Essay Prize 2017. In 2016, she founded
Wander Magazine, a quarterly literary journal.

Oarsome
achievement
by Georgie
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In September Rebecca hosted an evening
at Blackwell's in Oxford to launch her book.
A rather excited Cassie Nash who taught

Having barely left the School gates, 2018
leaver Georgie Robinson-Ranger was chosen
to represent Team GB at the 2018 Youth
Olympic Games in Buenos Aires in October.
As a member of the Henley Rowing Club she
was selected for the games after finishing
fifth in the quadruple sculls alongside her
team mates at the World Rowing Junior
Championships earlier in the year. Competing
in the women’s single sculls, she rowed to
tenth in the time trial in a race dominated by
Argentina’s World Junior silver medallist Maria
Sol Ordas. She finished second to Ordas in
round three to progress to the quarter-finals
where she crossed the line third to progress
to the semi-final. Georgie finished her week
with two wins, taking victory in both a semifinal and a final to finish ninth overall.

Cassie Nash with Rebecca Ley
at her Blackwell’s book launch

Rebecca English was able to go along:
‘I haven’t been able to put the book down! The
award is fabulous news for Rebecca and we
are all so thrilled and proud of her at St Helen’s.’

Cross
Country
winners
In December, 2017
leavers Fiona Bunn
and Florence Wiggins
made up a quarter of
the winning team as
part of the Cambridge
Blues Hare and
Hounds in the Varsity
Cross Country Race.

Fancy meeting
you here!
Old Girls Clare Pearson (2017 leaver)
and Sarah Godlee (2009 leaver) met by
chance whilst playing on the Cambridge
University netball team. Sarah said, ‘Sadly,
our time at St Helen’s never overlapped
but it was lovely sharing stories anyway!’
Chloe with cast members of Hereafter

Theatre debut for Chloe
Congratulations to 2016 leaver Chloe Taylor
who directed her debut play Hereafter at
Oxford's North Wall Arts Centre in May.
Hereafter is about grief and the limbo it
creates, dealing with the terrifying reality of
being bound to someone or something in
the past. Chloe, a student at the University
of Oxford, says of the play: ‘In times of grief,
there's an awkward and uncomfortable limbo
between recollection and repression. We
fear laughing, talking, being too emotional,
being too silent. In this play, we're imagining

Golden Dragonfly
painting. 91x91
cm. Oil on board
with gold leaf and
gloss resin surface

Clare is at Fitzwilliam College in her
second year studying medicine and Sarah
is in her third year of a graduate medicine
course at Lucy Cavendish College.

what a 21st century ‘period of mourning’
might look like, the stigma of grief and how
the possibility of existing in alternate, virtual
spaces blurs the boundaries between the
living and the deceased.’
Chloe takes these ideas to their extreme in
her writing, imagining the worst possible
experience of grief. Her main character, Eva,
says, ‘I don't want to say goodbye in the most
loving way, I want to wallow. I didn't want to
say goodbye. But I had to. And I did.’

BBC Television features
Old Girl’s artwork
An oil painting by Kent-based artist and Old Girl Sara Habgood was featured
on the BBC programme DIY SOS in March 2018.
Sara, who left St Helen and St Katharine in 1982, went on to train at the
Banbury School of Art and then studied Fine Art and History of Art at
Goldsmiths’ College, University of London. She holds regular exhibitions
of her work in the UK and abroad.
DIY SOS, presented by Nick Knowles, aims to help transform the homes of
families overcoming difficulties across Britain.
Sara told us back in March, ‘It's happening!! My dragonfly painting will feature
on the BBC's DIY SOS programme on Wednesday March 14 at 8pm. Exciting!’
Sara donated her dragonfly painting, an 90cm x 90cm oil and gold leaf on
board with a high gloss resin finish, to the family featured in the programme
who were left devastated by the loss of a family member to cancer.
You can view more of Sara’s art here: www.facebook.com/sarahabgoodart/

Sara with the crew of the BBC
Television programme DIY
SOS while filming in July 2017

The painting in situ
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In memoriam

In memoriam

Our thoughts are with the
families and friends of the
following Old Girls and former
staff who have passed away.

Dorothy Drew (Grant),
Group 24 – on 21 January 2018
Stephanie Harford (Bland),
Group 20 – on 19 February 2018
Doreen Horseman (Wilcox),
Group 27 – on 11 February 2018
Elspeth Nairn (Gibbard),
Group 20 – in October 2017
Pamela Ormrod (Newbold),
Group 36 – in August 2017
Elizabeth Whitwell (Lovell),
Group 22 – on 3 March 2018

Marjorie Stephen ,
Former staff member 1973–1992
on 11 October 2018
For a fortunate group
of A-level students the
Art Room at St Helen’s
was an oasis. The
prefab, pre-war room
boasted a permanent
display of buckets,
strategically placed to
catch the rainwater.
Old bed sheets were
strung like sails to filter
the light cast on scattered canvases. A kettle
could be found in the corner with a collection
of well-loved mugs. At the back of the studio a
shabby curtain could be drawn back to reveal
a cluster of chairs, an old projector and a tatty
screen. In this little hideout ‘MS’ would enthuse
over impressionism, art nouveau silverware,
the watercolours of Charles Rennie Mackintosh
and the soaring architecture of the
Romanesque period. Personal slide collections
of trips to various French cathedrals with her
husband and friends featured regularly in our
classes. This shabby space was our home from
home. This was Mrs Stephen’s domain.

Life drawing classes were compulsory; as a
trained medical illustrator ‘MS’ pushed us to a
deeper understanding of the human form in
order to more accurately express it in line. I still
recall a tutor at my Art Foundation course in
Oxford who couldn’t believe the high standard
of drawing from students graduating from
St Helen’s. Having gone on to study illustration
and design I continue to maintain Mrs
Stephen was the best and most dedicated
teacher I have ever had.
It is a testament to Mrs Stephen’s teaching
and commitment to our personal
development and growth that so many girls
went on to pursue further studies in art,
design and history of art. I have remained in
touch with a number of 1982 and 1983 leavers
(Danielle Jones, Sophie Cullen, Sarah Walter,
Cathie O’Neill and Sandie Jones) and we have
reflected on the impact that Mrs Stephen had
on our lives. I have lived in Canada for 27 years
and up until a few years ago continued to
exchange letters and Christmas cards with
Mrs Stephen (quirky collages of her own
creation…usually featuring cats!). The
contents of the letters offered updates on
past students and teachers with whom she
made a real effort to stay in contact. She was
immensely proud of all of us.
Mrs Stephen was truly a gift to her students. In
a school known for its high academic
achievements, the greatest tribute I believe

we could offer her is to continue to encourage
others to truly grow into their artistic potential,
embrace their creativity and continue to voice
our support for education in the arts.
Andrea Nairn (Eden)
Head Girl 1982–83

Wendy Stratford-Tuke (Hall),
Group 13 – on 1 August 2018
Wendy Stratford-Tuke
(Hall) died peacefully
on 1 August 2018
aged 92, at Nazareth
Lodge, Sturminster
Newton.
Mother
to three, grandmother
to nine and greatgrandmother to ten
children, she was
married to the late
Robin Stratford-Tuke for 69 years. She always
spoke very fondly of her time at school where
she loved dancing, netball and writing poems.
Before she died, Ms Anderton very kindly sent
me copies of two poems that my mother had
written at school. I took them to her, but
before she read them, she promptly recited
both of them by heart!
Amanda Parfitt
Wendy’s daughter
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Results and destinations 2018

We are enormously
proud of all our
students achieving
such fantastic results.
Rebecca Dougall,
Headmistress

A-level results
day 2018
St Helen and St Katharine celebrated another outstanding
set of A-level results on Thursday 15 August 2018.
The 94% of students who achieved A*–B grades and 75%
of students who achieved all A*–A grades is testament to
the diligence and passion of the students and staff.
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Headmistress Rebecca Dougall said: ‘We
are enormously proud of all our students
achieving such fantastic results. It’s also
hugely rewarding to see the hard work of our
brilliant teachers translate into opportunities
for our students beyond St Helen’s. The
universities and conservatoires that await
them are very lucky!’
The School’s focus on independent studying
and thinking for yourself in Sixth Form
contributes to the confidence with which
students face and triumph in their exams.
The first year of fully rolling out the Extended
Project Qualification (EPQ) has brought stellar
results: 32 A*s in a wide variety of subjects
including suffragette propaganda, AIDS, the
Medici, linguistics and Beethoven. Emily,
who for her EPQ looked at childhood trauma
and how it is linked to crime, describes the
experience: ‘It was really interesting doing my
own, independent research. I knew it would
keep me interested’.

An EPQ can be a powerful tool to a smooth
transition to university. ‘It requires evidence
of planning, preparation, research and
independent learning. These are skills that
are valuable for study at university,’ states the
Russell Group, while UCAS extols it: ‘students
can tailor their project to fit their individual
needs, choices and aspirations’.

The universities
and conservatoires
that await them
are very lucky!

The parents of former Head Girl Clare
Rawlingson, who has now headed off to
the University of Oxford to study Economics
and Management, have nothing but praise
for St Helen’s: ‘It’s been an amazing school
throughout the seven years, very supportive.
Clare has been incredibly happy every day,
Oxford has got a lot to live up to!’

Rebecca Dougall,
Headmistress

Destinations of leavers
Total (2018 entry including 2017 post A-level results and deferred entry 2019) – 97
University
Subject
Year
Abingdon &
Witney College.......Art Foundation.............................................2018
Abingdon &
Witney College.......Art Foundation.............................................2018
Abingdon &
Witney College.......Art Foundation.............................................2018
Abingdon &
Witney College.......Art Foundation.............................................2018
Barnard, USA............Liberal Arts......................................................2018
Bath...............................Architecture (with placement)...........2018
Bath.............................. Biology (with professional
placement).....................................................2018
Bath Spa......................Psychology......................................................2018
Birmingham..............Biomedical Science....................................2018
Birmingham..............Economics.......................................................2018
Birmingham..............English...............................................................2018
Birmingham............. Medicine (5 years)......................................2018
Birmingham City... Psychology with Criminology.............2018
Bristol............................Biomedical Sciences.................................2018
Bristol............................Biomedical Sciences.................................2018
Bristol............................Economics.......................................................2018
Bristol............................Engineering Mathematics.....................2019
Bristol............................English...............................................................2018
Bristol........................... Geography......................................................2017
Bristol.......................... History of Art and Spanish
(4 years) ...........................................................2018
Bristol............................Modern Languages...................................2018
Bristol........................... Politics and French......................................2017
Bristol ..........................Psychology......................................................2018
Bristol.......................... Psychology with Innovation ...............2018
Cambridge
(Emmanuel)..............History...............................................................2018
Cambridge
(Homerton)...............Education........................................................2018
Cambridge
(Murray Edwards)..Geography......................................................2018
Cambridge
(Pembroke)................Computer Science.....................................2018
Cardiff...........................Biomedical Sciences.................................2018
Cardiff...........................Biomedical Sciences.................................2018
Cardiff...........................Chemistry........................................................2018
Cardiff.......................... Occupational Therapy...............................2017

University
Subject
Year
Cardiff...........................Psychology......................................................2018
Durham.......................Chemistry........................................................2018
Durham .................... Combined Honours in
Social Sciences.............................................2018
Durham .................... Combined Honours in
Social Sciences.............................................2018
Durham.......................English Literature........................................2018
Durham.......................Geography......................................................2018
Durham...................... Geophysics with Geology......................2018
Durham...................... Mathematics (3 years)..............................2018
Durham.......................Mathematics (4 years)..............................2018
Durham.......................Natural Sciences..........................................2018
East Anglia.................English Literature........................................2018
Edinburgh..................Chemical Physics.........................................2019
Edinburgh..................German and Linguistics..........................2018
Edinburgh..................Medicine..........................................................2018
Exeter............................English and Drama.....................................2018
Exeter............................English and Drama.....................................2018
Exeter............................Geography......................................................2018
Exeter............................History...............................................................2018
Exeter............................History...............................................................2018
Exeter............................Psychology......................................................2018
King’s College
London........................Liberal Arts......................................................2018
Leeds............................English Literature........................................2019
Leeds............................Geography with Transport Studies..2019
Leeds............................Medicine..........................................................2018
Leeds............................Medicine..........................................................2018
Leeds............................Physics with Astrophysics......................2018
Leeds............................Psychology......................................................2019
Liverpool....................Marketing with a year in industry.....2018
Manchester...............Modern Language & Business
Management (Spanish) (4 years).......2018
Manchester.............. Politics and Spanish...................................2018
Newcastle..................International Business Management
with placement.............................................2018
Newcastle...................Medicine............................................................ 2017
Nottingham..............Architecture...................................................2018
Nottingham..............Medicine..........................................................2018
Nottingham..............Natural Sciences..........................................2018
Nottingham
Trent..............................Fashion Marketing and Branding......2018

University
Subject
Year
Oxford (Queen’s)....Classics..............................................................2018
Oxford (St Hilda’s).. English Language and Literature......2018
Oxford (St Hugh’s).History...............................................................2018
Oxford (Trinity)........Economics and Management.............2018
Oxford (Trinity)........English Language and Literature......2018
Oxford Brookes.......Japanese Studies.........................................2018
Royal Academy
of Dramatic Art.......Stage Management...................................2018
Royal Veterinary
College........................Veterinary Medicine..................................2018
Sheffield......................Medicine (Phase One)..............................2019
Southampton..........Medicine..........................................................2018
Southampton..........Medicine..........................................................2018
Southampton..........Psychology......................................................2018
St Andrews................Chemistry with external
placement.......................................................2018
St Andrews................Medicine..........................................................2018
St George’s,
London........................Physiotherapy...............................................2018
Staffordshire.............Chemistry with external
placement.......................................................2018
The University
of Law...........................Law with Criminology..............................2018
Tulsa, USA...................Sport and Exercise Science...................2018
University College
London........................History...............................................................2018
University College
London........................Modern Language Plus (4 years).......2018
Warwick......................Economics.......................................................2018
Warwick......................English and Theatre Studies.................2018
Warwick......................History...............................................................2018
Warwick......................History...............................................................2018
York................................Biochemistry..................................................2018
York................................Chemistry with a year in industry.....2018
York................................Chemistry with a year in industry.....2018
York................................English...............................................................2018

Deferred entry from 2017 to 2018 included in italics.......................... 4
Post results applications from 2017 for 2018...................................14
Deferred entry from 2018 to 2019............................................................ 7
Post results applications 2018 for 2019 cycle..................................15
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What’s on

Old Girls’ Events 2019
We offer a growing and varied events programme for our alumnae community, from our annual Old Girls’ Lacrosse
Match, year group reunions, Professional Networking Events and more. Our events are held here at the School,
hosted locally and nationally at workplaces of alumnae and at many other stunning venues across the country.
If you have an idea for an alumnae event or would like to help facilitate a networking event at your workplace,
please do get in touch: oldgirls@shsk.org.uk.

Lent term 2019
Saturday 16 March

Monday 1 July
Higher Education, Apprenticeships and Gap Year Advice Morning

SHSK Society Golden Anniversary Reunion

Come back and share your recent experiences of university,
apprenticeship or gap year with current Lower Sixth students.

A warm welcome back to St Helen and St Katharine if you
left school in 1969 or earlier.

10.45am onwards at St Helen and St Katharine

2pm onwards at St Helen and St Katharine

Trinity term 2019
Friday 26 April
Professional Networking Event for those working in science,
technology, engineering, maths, healthcare and medicine (STEMM)

Michaelmas term 2019
Saturday 7 September
Old Girls' Annual Lax Match
Come along and play or spectate!
Times tbc

Saïd Business School, Park End Street, Oxford

Friday 8 November

6pm onwards

Professional Networking Event for those working in finance

Saturday 8 June

etc.venues Fenchurch Street, London

SHSK Society 10, 20, 25, 30 and 40 Year Anniversary Reunion
We warmly welcome back all those who left St Helen’s in 2009, 1999,
1994, 1989 or 1979.
11am onwards at St Helen and St Katharine
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6pm onwards
You can view all our events, find out more details and book to attend
by visiting our network shsksociety.org.uk/events.

Staying in touch
Emailing is the most efficient way for us to keep in touch with you.
Do we have an up to date email address for you?
The annual Old Girls’ Newsletter is one of the few items we send by post
to alumnae. We use email for the majority of communications, such as:
• Inviting you to School reunions, Professional Networking Events and
opportunities to get involved.
• Termly e-newsletters to update you on Old Girls’ news, stories from the Archives
and what’s new on the SHSK Society Network.

Let us know any changes to your details or contact preferences by
visiting shsksociety.org.uk.
Alternatively, email the Alumnae Office at oldgirls@shsk.org.uk or post to
Alumnae Office, St Helen and St Katharine, Faringdon Road, Abingdon, OX14 1BE,
or telephone the School on 01235 520173.
You can view current editions of all our School publications online via the
School website www.shsk.org.uk.
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